Nature of the energy landscape for gated electron transfer in a dynamic redox protein.
Conformational control limits most electron transfer (ET) reactions in biology, but we lack general insight into the extent of conformational space explored, and specifically the properties of the associated energy landscape. Here we unite electron-electron double resonance (ELDOR) studies of the diradical (disemiquinoid) form of human cytochrome P450 reductase (CPR), a nicotinamide adenine phosphate dinucleotide (NADPH)-linked diflavin oxidoreductase required for P450 enzyme reduction, with functional studies of internal ET to gain new insight into the extent and properties of the energy landscape for conformationally controlled ET. We have identified multiple conformations of disemiquinoid CPR, which point to a rugged energy landscape for conformational sampling consistent with functional analysis of ET using high-pressure stopped-flow, solvent, and temperature perturbation studies. Crystal structures of CPR have identified discrete "closed" and "open" states, but we emphasize the importance of a continuum of conformational states across the energy landscape. Within the landscape more closed states that favor internal ET are formed by nucleotide binding. Open states that enable P450 enzymes to gain access to electrons located in the FMN-domain are favored in the absence of bound coenzyme. The extent and nature of energy landscapes are therefore accessible through the integration of ELDOR spectroscopy with functional studies. We suggest this is a general approach that can be used to gain new insight into energy landscapes for biological ET mediated by conformational sampling mechanisms.